In this article, we have designed a surgical light lens especially for oral surgical illumination. It provides a uniform and wide field of view for illumination during oral surgery. The support system, a set of LEDs and a double free-form surface constituted the lighting system. The double free-form surface is composed of traditional free-form surface, designed total internal reflection lens and diffuse transmission plate, which improves the optical performance of the LED. When the light keeps dispersing the pupil constriction, it eventually causes our eyes to fatigue. The purpose of increasing diffuse transmission is to make the emitted light softer, thus making peoples' eyes feel more comfortable. Based on the problems mentioned above, a numerical method is proposed as the basis for designing the double free-form surface. First, establishing a mathematical model based on the characteristics of the transmissive surface and the property of the LED. Henceforth, the nonlinear equations for the illumination distribution of the outside surface can be deduced. By solving the equation, the contour of the free-form surface is obtained. Later, we imported the contour into the 3D modeling software Solidworks to rotate so as to get the corresponding model. Finally, the simulation results suggest that the optical uniformity of the double free-form surface is able to reach as much as 86.18%.
I. INTRODUCTION
Compared with the traditional light sources (such as incandescent lamps), LEDs, as the fourth generation of illumination sources, enjoy many advantages such as small size, fast response, long life and pollution-free [1] . Therefore, LEDs are increasingly used in indoor and outdoor lighting applications [2] - [4] . However, as the intensity distribution of LED is similar to Lambert cosine distribution, LEDs also have some disadvantages such as too large divergence angle and uneven illumination distribution. Therefore, it is necessary to re-design the secondary light distribution of the LED to meet the actual lighting requirements [5] , [6] . In addition to complicated numerical schemes for directly solving this equation [7] , [8] , indirect methods, such as ray mapping [9] - [11] and geometrical ideas using compound surfaces [12] , [13] , are commonly used to obtain the desired free-form surfaces.
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The supporting quadratic method (SQM) developed [14] , [15] and its more recent extension [16] is a highly versatile, physically transparent and mathematically rigorous method for solving optical design problems requiring free-form surfaces.
In recent years, scholars have carried out secondary optical design for LED [17] - [20] . In order to achieve high uniformity illumination on the target plane, the total internal reflection (TIR) surface is preferred to collect light with large angle of emission. And at the same time, it provides strong deflection capability and maintain a relatively compact lens structure. Therefore, it is the reason why the total internal reflection is cited in this paper. The total internal reflection LED lens with double free-form surfaces are designed by using partial differential equation method. Compared with traditional LED lens without TIR structure, TIR can reduce the deflection of the light exit surface. The TIR LED lens has a relatively small deflection angle on the light entering the exit surface. The method assumes that one surface of the lens is known, while the other surface is free-form, and the relevant partial VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ differential equation of the lens is obtained. In this method, we determine the position of the light emitted by the LED light source on the target plane, which can form the required illumination distribution on the target plane. Then the slope of the corresponding incident point on the free-form surface is reversed so that the light incident on the surface can pass through the specified point on the target plane. In addition, in many cases, in order to avoid glaring and make people feel comfortable, we also need to use diffuse reflection or diffuse transmission to improve the uniformity of the lighting system, such as industrial inspection and real life. The LED medical oral surgery proposed in this paper. Ripoll and Nieto-Vesperinas put forward the expressions for the reflection and transmission coefficients at the diffusiondiffusion interface [21] . By analyzing the influence of the single-layer and multi-layer diffuse transmission surfaces on the luminous intensity distribution, it is concluded that increasing the distance between the first diffusing screen and the target surface can improve the spot uniformity [22] . Bressel and Reich uses the Mie theory to calculate the scattering properties of materials [23] .
As we all know, due to its high efficiency, LED is now considered to be a good choice as the surgical operating lamp. During the surgery, illumination is required for different wound depths and light field areas, so the focal length or spot size of the operation lamp can be adjusted to provide better operation quality without changing the position of the operation lamp. Shaw and Liu [24] analyzed the ray paths and generate corresponding lens profile using Tailored free-form method, and designed a LED surgical operating lamp which is able to change focal length by rotating the lens of the surgical light. Hadrath et al. [25] designed an innovative LED surgical light with a central high-power LED module and a metalfree TIR reflector, which is designed as a grooved surface providing two TIR reflections. Liu et al. [26] proposed a LED surgical lighting system, which can alleviate the laminar disturbance and provide an appropriate lighting condition for surgery. Pan et al. [5] proposed an intracorporeal illumination system, which is comprised of an Alexis wound retractor, a set of LEDs and secondary optical elements. The system can provide uniform and wide-field illumination during minimally invasive surgery.
The device comprises a lamp body, a lamp cover, a bracket and a control box, belonging to a surgical lamp for illuminating the treatment area for patients, which is suitable for movably mounting a prepositioning position above the treatment area for doctors to treat patients. As shown in Fig. 1 , the inner part of the lamp body is equipped with an LED lamp, a bracket is arranged at the bottom of the lamp body, and a rotating shaft is arranged on the bracket for adjusting to a suitable working position. In addition, in dental surgery, the size of lens should not be too thick, otherwise it will affect the progress of the surgery. The size of the double free-form lens must be compact. The double free-form surface is composed of traditional free-form surface and TIR lens, which improves the optical efficiency and uniformity of each LED. Configuration of a surgical lamp with our designed illumination system. The structure of the illumination system is a bracket embedded in the LED and a double free-form surface with a diffuse transmission surface.
The illumination system consists of a set of LEDs. The lens model designed in this paper is embedded in the lamp body of the device. The diameter of the receiver is 200 mm, and the distance between the illumination system and the receiver is 700 mm. According to the data, the luminous flux of the LED is known. And the size is 50 lm and 3 mm×1.4 mm×0.52 mm respectively, it can be determined that the minimum illumination for surgery is 45000 lux. The uniformity and efficiency produced are not up to the requirements from traditional lighting surgical lights. Therefore, the double free-form surface and the diffuse transmission surface designed in this paper can obviously solve this problem, making the illumination uniformity reach 86.18%, and correspondingly improving the optical efficiency.
II. OPTICAL DESIGN
Ideally, one LED source is a Lambertian emitter, which means the irradiate distribution is also a cosine function of the viewing angle [29] . A practical approximation for the irradiate distribution is shown in Eq. (1):
where θ is the angle between the light and the optical axis; r is the distance from the LED to the plane; E 0 (r) is the radiation distribution (W /m 2 ) when the distance is r on the LED illumination axis and when θ = 0 • ; m is a value, see the description below for details. The value of m is related to the relative position of the region where the center of curvature of the spherical package of the LED emits light. If the position of the chip coincides with the center of curvature, m≈1, the LED can be approximated as a Lambert. In practice, the m value of a typical LED is greater than 1, and is related to the angle θ, which can be determined by the half-intensity light angle θ 1/2 . The half-intensity light angle θ 1/2 is provided by the LED manufacturer. It is defined as the angle between the light and the optical axis when the radiation intensity is half of the radiation intensity in the direction of θ = 0 • . When θ = θ 1/2 , E(r, θ) = E 0 (r)/2, substituting into the Eq. (1), the m value can be expressed by:
When the LED is illuminated onto a plane perpendicular to its optical axis, Eq. (1) can be converted to:
where: I LED is the brightness (W/sr) on the LED normal; d is the distance (m) from the LED to the illumination plane. When the irradiance distribution of a single LED given by Eq.
(1) illuminates a point (x 0 , y 0 ) on the plane, the equation is transformed into a Cartesian coordinate system (x, y, z), and Eq. (1) can be transformed into:
where E(W /m 2 ) is the irradiance on the plane; (x 0 , y 0 ) is the position coordinate of the LED. Eq. (1) is the irradiance distribution model of a single LED. Total luminous flux radiated by the source :
According the principle of conservation of energy, the ideal luminous flux of light does not change after passing through the optical system without considering the absorption, reflection and scattering of light energy by the lens medium, that is, the total luminous flux emitted by the light source is equal to the total luminous flux emitted after passing through the lens, and all the light emitted by the lens is projected onto the target surface to form an average illuminance of E, then:
Due to the hemispherical radiation characteristics. The radiation angle of the LED is too large to collect light efficiently through the receiver, and the light reaching the target surface is far from satisfactory. However, in this paper, the lens consists of total internal reflection (TIR) and diffuse transmission lenses, the former responsible for collimating light at a given receiver, the latter being able to soften the output light. The cross section of the illumination system is shown in Fig. 2 . first L-shaped connecting rod 7 is provided with a second extension rod 6, the middle part of the outer side of the second extension rod 6 is provided with a second positioning bolt 5, the right end surface of the second extension rod 6 is provided with a second L-shaped connecting rod 4, and the lower end surface of the second L-shaped connecting rod 4 is sleeved with the LED diffuse illumination lighting system A. Part I: We can derive a complete set of simultaneous differential equations for the proposed method as shown in Fig.3 . The lens, shown in an x-z Cartesian coordinate system, includes a central refraction part and a peripheral TIR part, and has rotational symmetry with respect to the z axis. It is assumed that a uniform circular spot having a radius R and an illuminance of E are formed at a distance from the light source H , and a coordinate system of uniform small illuminating angle energy as shown in Fig. 3 is established. The LED is located at the coordinate origin O, and the main optical axis is along the positive direction of the y-axis, the distance between the interface A and the origin is a, θ m is the angle between the ray with a small illumination angle and the maximum of θ m the main optical axis, and the ray with an angle of θ m passes through the lens and is transmitted to the target surface N(R, H) . The ray whose angle θ (0 ≤ θ ≤ θ m ) is refracted after passing through the interface A. The angle between the refracted ray and the y-axis is θ 1 , and intersects the free-form surface at point B(x 1 , y 1 ), where N is the normal vector of the free-form surface at point B(x 1 , y 1 ) in this plane, the ray IN is refracted through the free-form surface, and the angle between the emitting ray OUT and the y-axis is θ 1 , and the final emitting ray OUT intersects the target surface at M (R 0 , H ). According to the energy balance Eq. (7): 0 CD cos θ d = y 0 E(y)2π ydy (7) where d = 2π sin θ dθ , D is the source area, y is the target radius, and E(y) is the desired target irradiance distribution and C is a constant radiance. This energy balance equation is similar to those used in the laser homogenization and illumination systems with the assumption of no reflection and absorption loss. In our case we need a homogeneous irradiance E(y) = E 0 . In the application of Eq. (6) and Eq. (7), the constant E 0 can be expressed by:
Applying Eq. (7) and Eq. (8) leads to a relation between the target radius R and the angle θ :
Applying Eqs. (1), (5) , and (6) can derive from the exiting light illumination radius R:
We can know from the law of refraction of light and Snell's law:
where n is the refractive index of the lens, the desired surface shape is assumed to be y 2 = f (x 2 ) in a Cartesian coordinate system. The angles θ 1 and θ 1 are related by the slope of the surface dy 1 /dx 1 and Snell's law:
And then, the ray arrives at the target at a distance R 0 , so the angle θ 1 can be written as:
Applying Eqs. (9), (11), (12) and (13) becomes:
Differentiating Eq. (12) with respect to θ , we can find:
In the same way, differentiating Eq. (11) with respect to θ, we can obtain:
Substituting Eq. (17) into Eq. (16), and using dy 1 dθ = dy 1 dx 1 · dx 1 dθ , we obtain a differential equation that describes the shape of the aspherical surface:
where θ 1 is given by Eq. (15). The above formula can be simply expressed in the form dy 1 /dθ = f (θ, y 1 ), and is used to program the m file in MATLAB, and the ode45 algorithm is used to solve the discrete coordinate points of the free-form surface in the plane.
Part II: First, we discussed the collimating lens. As shown in the Fig.4 , the center of the lens is taken as the Y -axis and the radial direction is the X -axis. To simplify the problem, the LED is simplified to the point source at the origin.
Where θ max is the maximum incident angle of the total reflection free-form surface of the TIR lens incident on the light source, θ i is the angle between the light emitted by the light source and the y-axis, P 0 , P 1 , · · · , P i is the intersection of the line x = r when the incident angle is θ 0 , θ 1 , · · · , θ i , we supposed the OP 1 unit vector be p 1 , and the unit direction vector of P 1 Q 1 be q 1 , which is known by the space Snell theorem: where K is a constant and N is a unit normal vector. It can be given by:
−−→ P 1 Q 1 and − → q 1 are co-directional vectors:
Based on the above formula, we can draw: Part III: As shown in Fig. 5 , the refractive index of the lens is n 1 , and the air lens is n 2 . By the Snell's law, we can know sin 2 = n 1 ·sin 1 n 2 , where H is the distance of the target plane from the light source, θ is the angle between the lens and the X axis, R is the radius of the target plane and x m is the radius of the lens size. So we can find:
The above formula can be simply expressed in the form y = y(ψ), and is used to program the m file in MATLAB to solve the discrete coordinate points of the free-form surface in the plane.
III. MODELING SIMULATION AND ANALYSIS
Firstly, based on the above initial conditions, the solutions of partial differential equations are obtained. The equation is solved by MATLAB, and a series of data are saved in format of .txt file, and the spline curve composed of discrete points is shown in Fig. 6 (a) . Then import it into the modeling software Solidworks to get the outline of a free-form surface. After rotation, the 3D structure of the lens is obtained, as shown in Fig. 6(b) .
The material was PMMA, the refractive index was 1.49097, the light transmittance was 0.92, the target surface was 700 mm from the light source, the radius of the target surface was 100 mm, and the light-emitting surface was 1 mm×1 mm×0.1 mm. The 3D model was imported into the optical simulation software TracePro for optical simulation. It can be seen from Figure 7 that the light spot is uniform, and the uniformity is able to reach as much as 86.18%.
The use of two aspherical surfaces provides higher efficiency, but the difference does not exceed 4%-5%, with small angles and large angles of π /8, optical components with internal aspheric surfaces are much better than spherical surfaces. As for collimation, only dual aspheric solutions are effective. Therefore, the double free-form surface designed in this paper consists of a traditional free-form surface and a total internal reflection (TIR) lens. Obviously, optical elements with a single aspherical refractive surface have limited performance Type I: LED lens with a single free-form surface (without TIR); Type II: TIR LED lens with a single free-form surface; Type III: TIR LED lens with a single free-form surface ; Type IV: TIR LED designed by the proposed method (the distance between the inner surface and the light source is longer than that of type II).
in terms of light rotation, and total internal reflection (TIR) will affect the illumination with small angle area. In contrast, the optical components designed in this paper have good performance in the above cases. In order to prove the effectiveness of the diffuse transmission free-form surface designed in this paper, the simulation results of the diffuse transmission free-form surface are compared with the different types of free-form surfaces designed in Fig. 8 . The illuminance curve is shown in Fig. 9 . From the figure we can see that the maximum uniformity increases as the beam spread angle increases. From the simulation results, we can know the bright areas formed by the TIR LED lenses have sharper boundaries. So it is very useful for achieving narrow uniform illumination. Fig. 9 shows the illumination uniformity of different freeform illumination systems with equal beam spread angles. The uniformity of the illumination system with diffuse transmission free-form surface designed in this paper is significantly higher than other illumination systems.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a method for designing a transmission free-form surface of LED is presented. Based on the characteristics of TIR LED and diffuse transmission, a set of nonlinear equations for solving the contour of free-form surface is derived by establishing a mathematical model in a cartesian coordinate system. On the same effective illumination area, the illumination distribution of the diffuse transmission free-form surface for four different types of lens has been experimented and compared. Simulation result shows that the illumination performance of the diffuse transmission free-form surface lighting system is superior to others. The rationality and effectiveness of this design are further verified.
